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Knotless Fixation Device

Placing the implant

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Align vertical laser line on Punch Tap with edge of tendon
through optional insertion guide. Punch then tap until black
depth marker reaches the cortical surface of the bone.

Insert SPEEDSCREW device until the stepped edge of the
Thread each suture limb into loader in the direction of the
inserter handle is flush with the cortical surface of the bone arrows and close black suture shutter doors over each suture.
and the open slot on the suture support is aligned with the
edge of the tendon.

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Unlock the device by pushing the black function switch
down and forward. Rotate the activation knob to pull
sutures through the implant.

Set desired suture tension by rotating the activation knob.

Independently tension suture by pushing the function switch
button to the right or left, then turn the activation knob.

Please refer to the Instructions for Use (IFU) packaged with the product for a complete list of Warnings, Precautions and Contraindications.

Step 7

Step 8

Suture lock is completed by moving the function switch to
the right, pressing down and then forward. Turn activation
knob until it comes to a complete stop.

Remove inserter handle and trim suture at bone hole.
Repeat the sequence if additional implants are needed to
complete the rotator cuff repair.

Ordering information
SPEEDSCREW™ knotless fixation device
Reference # Description
OM-6500

5.5MM SPEEDSCREW IMPLANT

OM-8500

6.5MM SPEEDSCREW IMPLANT

OM-9620

5.5MM PUNCH TAP

OM-9820

6.5MM PUNCH TAP

OM-9610

SPEEDSCREW INSERTION GUIDE

OM-9615

SPEEDSCREW INSERTION GUIDE AND OBTURATOR

OM-9630

ANCHOR EXTRACTION TOOL

OM-9650

SPEEDSCREW OBTURATOR
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